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n the words of the late Peter Drucker, “The ability to make
good decisions regarding people represents one of the last
reliable sources of competitive advantage, since so few
organizations are good at it.”
Our experience tells us that executives must recognize the
mandate that is uniquely theirs—to define and connect with
their collective leadership vision and capabilities. This is the
single most important ingredient required for realizing business
performance. At ConvergencyPartners, Leadership is central to all
of our offerings, acting as the guiding force for enabling human
capital to innovate, grow and sustain business results.
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deployed through a
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Our Leadership and Organization services include:

Culture

Strategy

 Top Team Performance: an improvement approach
and methodology designed to align and leverage the full
capability of the most senior leaders in an organization in
order to establish a foundation for achieving sustainable
and superior results.
 People Capability & Talent Innovation: an alignment
approach of talent strategies with the business strategies;
tailored value propositions for talent segments;
identification and closing of critical talent gaps; and
realignment of talent models across the employee lifecycle.
 Executive Assessment & Development: succession
planning for the CEO and Top Team; CEO transition;
executive development and ongoing coaching; senior
talent assessment from mergers and acquisitions; and
realignment of strategic talent requirements to account for
business shifts.

 Organization Design: assessment of current organizational
model and measurement system, enabling the organization
to bring its value proposition to life through new hard and soft
structures that anchor and sustain organizational performance.
 Change Acceleration & Navigation: defined business
solutions that drive clarity, focus, execution and improved
alignment; individual skill development; accountability
across the organization; and roadmap design for business
transformation.

 Corporate Governance: creation of a new corporate
governance framework that focuses on value creation
and decision making; creating accountability and
measuring performance; and creating cohesiveness
among management and board members.
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